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Encarta Encyclopedia Deluxe 2002 Shock Patchwave Map Encyclopedia My Freemason Pro PREFACE I once gave an address before the Lodge on the topic of external changes that Freemasons had undergone since the period of its revival, which begins in the eighth century. In order to properly treat this subject, it was necessary to call
the German, French and English authorities, some of which, I fear, that many of my auditors were not familiar. At the end of the address, a young and intelligent brother asked me how he could access the works I mentioned, many of which were acknowledged, as well as the facts they mentioned in detail, he now heard for the first time. It
is plausible that my answer was not entirely satisfactory, because I told him that I did not know that he could not, of course, acquire this knowledge, except for what was implemented by himself, namely to spend his money on purchasing Masonic books and his time reading them. But there are some men who have the means, time, and
inclination to buy many books, some of them expensive and hard to obtain, and for close and attentive reading of those who need to learn a particular topic. It was this idea that years ago, suggested to me the task of collecting materials for a work that would provide every Freemason who could consult with its page means to gain
knowledge of all issues related to science, philosophy, and the history of his. But I was also led to an accusation of this work with a higher I had myself learned from the experience of my early Masonic life that the character of the body was elevated in each opinion only in proportion to the amount of knowledge that he had acquired his
symbolism, philosophy and history. If Freemasonry wasn't at one time patronized by learned it was because the depths of its symbolic science and philosophy were not sounding. If it now becomes elevated and popular when calculating scientists, it owes that uplift and that popularity to those who have studied their intellectual system and
given the results of their research in the world. The scientist will rise from perusal from Webb's Monitor, or hieroglyphic Chart of Cross, without the highly lauded praise of the literary nature of the institution, whose such works profess to be exponent. But if he has met with even Hutchinson the spirit of masonry, or the city's speculative
masonry, which is among the previous products of Masonic literature, he is aware that a system that could afford material for such works is worth investigating. Oliver is not alone in believing that the highest level of exaltation of the horde should be limited to the courts for publications on Freemasonry that have emerged in the present
period (nineteenth) and the late (eighteenth) century. Oreddine picks up the press; it is the work of its scientists that is placing it in the rank sciences. The more published by scientists pens on its principles, the more will other scientists will be attracted to its investigation. At no point, of course, is its intellectual character much better
appreciated than on this day. Never have its members usually cultivated their science with greater assiduity. Never have they been more zealous in trying to get proper enlightenment on all the topics that its system understands. It was the desire to contribute toward exaltation in oreld, helping spread some of this light and knowledge that
is not so easy to access that impelled me years ago to start preparing this work, a task that I have continually toiled to accomplish, and in which, for several years, I have been wrought by the unlaid work that is allowed, but little time for another profession, and no rest. And now I present to my brothers not only the results of these years of
work, but also more than thirty years of study and research work, which, I believe, or at least I hope, will supply them with materials to gain knowledge of much that is needed for a Masonic scientist. Encyclopaedia learning is generally not considered to be more than elementary. But knowing that while the little Freemasons can afford the
time to become learned scientists in our art with all the devotion to its research, I important articles seek to behave to treat this topic exhaustively, and in general to provide this amount of oi information to be carried out in the future ignorance at all result of non-insignation to learn. I did not make this work perfect because I am well aware
that the point of perfection can never be achieved with human effort. But, in many adverse circumstances, I've tried to make it as perfect as I could. Encyclopedias are mostly the result of the combined work of many writers. I haven't had any help in this job. Every article was written by himself. I say that this is not an excuse for my
mistakes, I believe that no author should deliberately allow the error to contaminate his pages, but rather to take into account those that may exist. I've tried to do noone. There are undoubtedly some. If I knew them, I would correct them, but let the one who discovers them remember that they have been involciently committed in the course
of an exhaustive and unin burnt task. Also, twelve months from the time I was busy in this job, I suffered from the affection of the vision, which prohibited the use of all eyes for studies. At this time, when it was happy, all the institutions under my direction consulted with my daughter's keen eyes, all writing was made in my dictuate with my
own hands. I realized for a time a picture so often painted by the blind Bard, John Milton, dictating his sublime edics to his daughters. It was a time of grief for a student who could not work with his organ in his calling; but it was glad for the father, who felt that he had those who could come with a willing heart for his help. For the world, this
is not an import; but I could not dutifully close this prefatory address without expressing this circumstance so gratifying of the parents' heart. If I dedicate this work at all, my dedication would be to filial affection. ALBERT G. MACKEY Download Mackey's Revised Encyclopedia of Freemasonry Volume 1 Free PDF Book Book Title: Mackey's
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